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Abstract

Currently there is much interest in the automatic acquisition of entities, with the goal of Named Entity Recognition (NER). However previous work has focused primarily on major languages, with the large, structured, and semantically rich knowledge bases and using the large corpus with annotated NER tags. In this paper, we describe a method for Chinese-Tibetan bilingual named entity recognition using easily obtainable bilingual dictionary and parallel political corpora. We present two distinct steps for NER, one step identifying entity candidates in Tibetan, and the second step typing the entity into the semantic class. We then test the approach on the dataset and give the analysis of NE type errors.
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1. Introduction

Extracting and acquiring entities and their relations from text automatically is a long-standing issue in Natural language processing. Named-entity recognition (NER) seeks to locate and classify atomic elements in text into predefined categories such as the names of persons, organizations, locations, expressions of times, quantities, monetary values, percentages, etc. NER technologies are important for various applications including question answering system, translation system and information retrieval system [1].

Over the last decade or so, the enormous abundance of information and data that has become available as made it possible to extract huge amounts of patterns and named entities. Most research on NER systems has been structured as taking an unannotated block of text, and producing an annotated block of text that highlights where the named entities are.

However, when interpreting unrestricted, domain-independent text, it is difficult to determine in advance what kind of entities will be focused and how it will be expressed, especially without the supports of the large, structured, and semantically rich knowledge bases. Building a NER system for a language is still crucially depends on the existence of manually annotated texts as training data. As the annotation is costly, one would like to leverage existing resources to minimize the human effort to construct corpora for a new language. While previous work has focused primarily on major languages, how to extend these results to other languages is the way to avoid working start from scratch.

In this line of consideration, we choose to focus on bilingual political corpora because for many less widely spoken languages and for political domains where entities such as person names, locations, organizations etc. are constantly being introduced. And the digitization of news often broadcasted in multiple languages, which has provided the opportunity for systematic study of bilingual NER. Since the political news are translated by government, the Tibetan translations were reviewed thoroughly to correct any wrong misunderstanding translations.

Our goal in this paper is to discover new entities in a target language that not registered in KB. To avoid working start from scratch, our main approach is to map lexico-syntactic named
entity projection from those resource-rich source languages (English, Chinese) to a resource-poor target language (Tibetan) using bilingual political corpora. The expectation is that this will boost the known entity names and the grouping of new entities in target language (e.g., Tibetan), and will also construct a named entity bilingual translation lexicon automatically.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we outline the methodology of the work. Section 3 describes the name entity alignment method. In Section 4 we evaluate the proposed method and present experimental data used in our evaluations and discuss our results. In Section 5 we reviewed related work on bilingual named entity recognition. Section 6 draws the conclusions and mentions future work.

2. Motivation

Considering the bilingual entity pairs should share the same entity type and the detected NEs in source language should provide further information while selecting NEs in the target language, this work is proposed to abstract the entities away from the particular source language and apply it to a new one.

To select a large bilingual corpus annotated with NER tags as training data is essential for our work. Considering the fact that named entities, especially person names, location names, and organization names, are constantly being introduced in news corpus. On the other hand, some government report and news report are often published in multiple languages (e.g., Chinese, English, Tibetan, Uighur) in China. Thus, we select political corpus with tagged name entities as the training data.

Our method works by first pairing each entity extracted from a source language documents set $S$ with each entity extracted from a target language document sets $T$ aligned with $S$ in the bilingual political corpus. The method we present below for bilingual named entity recognition is a bilingual alignment approach, i.e., it assumes a method exists for monolingual named entity recognition in source language.

Our aim is for all aligned newly discovered entities to be semantically interpretable by connecting them to KB classes according to the bilingual political corpus, which contains two main sub-tasks:

- **Entity candidate identification in target language:** For each entity defined in source language, discover a list of entity candidates $E = \{e_1, e_2, …, e_n\}$ in target language. First, relevant comparable data sets that include $m$ are retrieved. In this paper, we collect parallel data from the report on the work of the government and government web documents such as news articles both in Chinese and in Tibetan. Then we apply various technologies such as word segmentation, part-of-speech tagging, noun phrase chunking and name tagging in both source language and target language. It is worth mentioning that since there are not much available natural language processing technologies in Tibetan language, the annotations in Tibetan language is far from useful. Therefore, the alignment from the source language to the target language is important for identifying the entity candidates.

- **Typing the new entity to semantic named entity classes:** Rank the entity candidates in target language set $E$. Then, we should choose the named entity types from the definitions of NER hierarchy. Finally, the top ranked candidates should be typed into the chosen entity types.

In the NER hierarchy, we adopt two hierarchies of named entity types, BBN categories and Sekine’s extended hierarchy. BBN categories are used for question answering and consist of 29 types and 64 subtypes [6]. Sekine’s extended hierarchy is made of 200 subtypes [7]. Since which entity type should be chosen has been one of the considerations, we should abstract the entity types with respect to the definition of BBN and Sekine’s extended hierarchy. To deduce types for new entities we propose to align new entities along the type of patterns they occur with.
3. The Proposed Bilingual NER Method

The NE identified in source language can be used to identify its less reliable counterpart in the target language, with respect to the NE pairs abstracted from the bilingual political corpus. This benefit can be largely used in those languages that NEs are initially incorrectly recognized with monolingual NER method.

3.1. Large-Scale Harvesting of Entities

The general goal of the first step is to identify a list of candidate entities in target language for each entity in source language acquired from the bilingual parallel political corpus including the report on the work of the government and web documents.

For a given sentence in source language, we extract all its possible entities. For each entity, there are two possibilities: (1) the entity is a known entity that can be directly mapped to the knowledge base; (2) the entity is a new entity not known to the knowledge base at all. We use an extensive dictionary for in-KB entities to determine whether refers to a known entity.

In this work, four universally accepted entity categories, person, location, organization and GPE are taken into consideration of the bilingual NER method. The types of entities are defined as PER, LOC, ORG and GPE, and many patterns are defined for each type.

The task is selecting Chinese entities and finding their Tibetan translations from the Chinese-Tibetan sentence pairs.

Given a Chinese-Tibetan sentence pair \((s_c, s_t)\), a pair of a Chinese entity \(e_c\) (from \(s_c\)) and a Tibetan entity \(e_t\) (from \(s_t\)) are likely to indicate the same real world entity if the two conditions are satisfied: (1) under the same entity type, (2) semantically similar to the same entity.

In this study, we will apply bilingual dictionary and semantic similarity calculating method to acquire named entities.

3.1.1 Lexical Information: We have a NER dictionary in Chinese and Tibetan language, which is listed several examples as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Label</th>
<th>Chinese</th>
<th>Tibetan</th>
<th>English</th>
<th>Label</th>
<th>Chinese</th>
<th>Tibetan</th>
<th>English</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LOC</td>
<td>林芝地区</td>
<td>Nyining</td>
<td>ORG</td>
<td>联合国</td>
<td>The United Nations</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOC</td>
<td>昌都地区</td>
<td>Qamdo</td>
<td>ORG</td>
<td>教育部</td>
<td>the Ministry of Education</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOC</td>
<td>青海</td>
<td>Qinghai</td>
<td>ORG</td>
<td>农业部</td>
<td>the Department of Agriculture</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PER</td>
<td>国家主席</td>
<td>Chinese President</td>
<td>PER</td>
<td>军委主席</td>
<td>Chairman of the Military Commission</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PER</td>
<td>江泽民</td>
<td>Jiang Zemin</td>
<td>PER</td>
<td>胡锦涛</td>
<td>Hu Jintao</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The first option is simply to build a bilingual dictionary derived from a word-aligned parallel corpus. However there are many different transliteration names from one Chinese word to Tibetan language, mainly due to the differences in their sound and writing system. Especially in political domain, many new entity names are transliteration, and not to be found in bilingual dictionaries.

Given a Chinese-Tibetan sentence pair \((s_c, s_t)\), entity \(e_c\) are found in the sentence \(s_c\) by applying monolingual NER method.

Definition 1 (bilingual entity pairs): Given a new entity \(e_c\) in source language, we abstract entity triples \(\langle e_c, e_n, dct\rangle\), in which \(e_c\) is a source word, \(e_n\) is the \(i^{th}\) translation of \(e_c\), and \(dct\) \((dct \in \{0,1\})\) denotes the word pair relationship \(e_c \rightarrow e_{ti}\).

The definition of word pair relationship \(dct\) will be introduced in the next section.

3.1.2 Semantic Similarity: There is no guarantee that each of the words in the source-language is present in our dictionary, so our method would benefit from the ability to generalize closely related words by semantic knowledge base.
Given an entity $e_c$ in source language, if there are no translations in target languages, other entities $e_{c1}, e_{c2}, \ldots$ are taken into consideration, which share the same semantic meaning of $e_c$. Then we add the translations of $e_{c1}, e_{c2}, \ldots$ into the target word set $e_{t1}, e_{t2}, \ldots$

When comes to named entities, the traditional similarity calculation method is no longer fulfill the desire. For example, LOC type comprises patterns of “北京市” (“Beijing city”), “海淀区” (“Haidian district”), and the synonym is hardly found in a dictionary. Whether the two words belong to same entity pattern, such as “市” (“city”), is important to judge the similarity of two named entities.

To accomplish this goal in our work, we leverage the common situation that the sentence in source language only contains one novel or unknown entity not registered in the KB. The similarity between two words is calculated based on a semantic dictionary HowNet and the method is introduced in our work [12].

After the combining translations of the word and the corpus-based and semantic similarity calculating methods, the approach can, both 1) locate the target translations of a source word $e_c$ and 2) give the similarity and entity type of target word for reference.

### 3.1.3. Target Candidate Ranking

The Chinese named entity candidate selection is using semantic dictionary and knowledge base as described above. Candidate Tibetan translations are generated by consulting a list of factors that can be acquired by the bilingual corpus. For Tibetan, there is no open-source corpus available with annotated NER tags. It is necessary to utilize a method to map named entity projection from Chinese to Tibetan.

**Definition 2 (Word Pair Relationship):** Given a new entity $e_c$ in source language, search sentence pairs and select $(s_{i1}, s_{t1}), (s_{i2}, s_{t2}), \ldots, (s_{im}, s_{tm})$ if $e_c$ appears in the source language sentences $s_{i1}$. Then the translations $(e_{t1}, e_{t2}, \ldots, e_{tm})$ of $e_c$ are acquired in sentence $s_{ti}$ in target language. Then we add the $e_t$ ($<e_{t}, e_{ti}>$) into the candidate entity set.

To accomplish goals in our work, we leverage the common situation that there only contains one novel or unknown entity in the target sentence $s_{ti}$ not registered in the KB from all the $(s_{i1}, s_{ni})$ sentence pairs. Also the word in Tibetan may be inflected for person, tense, and mood, especially the variants of the same mention of the entity, but the different forms and variants are not taken into consideration in this paper.

Given a set of translations $(e_{t1}, e_{t2}, \ldots, e_{tm})$ in target language, $dct_i$ is the value calculated by word pair relationship $(e_c \rightarrow e_{ti})$, which is calculated as follows:

**Inputs:**
- Given word pairs $(e_c \rightarrow e_{ti})$ and Chinese-Tibetan sentence corpora

**Begin:**
- For the given word $e_c$, the sentences set $S_{[1..m]}$: $S_{i1}, S_{i2}, \ldots, S_{im}$ uses the word $e_c$
- Locate the sentence pair $(s_{i1}, s_{t1}), (s_{i2}, s_{t2}), \ldots, (s_{im}, s_{tm})$
- Define the target sentence set $S_{[1..m]}$: $S_{t1}, S_{t2}, \ldots, S_{tm}$
- Given the translation word set of $(e_{ti}, e_{t2}, \ldots, e_{tm})$, for each target word $e_{ti}$ is a possible translation of $e_c$
- Calculate the numbers whether the translation word appears in the target sentences
  \[ \text{for each } e_{ti}, (i=1,2, \ldots, n): \text{num}_i=0 \]
  \[ \text{if } e_{tj} \text{ is found in sentence } s_{j} \text{ } (j=1,2, \ldots, m) \text{ then } \text{num}_i=\text{num}_i+1 \]
  \[ \text{dct}_i=\sum_{j=1}^{m} \text{num}_i/m \]
- Output the entity pairs $<e_c, e_{ti}, \text{dct}_i>$

**Rank** the $e_{ti}$ according to the value of $\text{dct}_i$, and put the words into the bilingual dictionary after the double check by linguists.

### 3.2. Joint Disambiguation

The goal of disambiguation step is to compute the newly discovered Tibetan candidate named entities onto KB classes, such that each entity is assigned to at most one item. Armed with the Chinese word $e_c$ and Tibetan candidate lists $e_{ti}$, we then consider type the entities into different class, by enforcing that both Chinese entity and Tibetan entity jointly in the same entity type.

The joint disambiguation method assumes that the entity in source and target language being selected are drawn from the same semantic class and fail to capture the corresponding
sets if this is not the case. Names of the same entity that occur in different languages often have correlated frequency patterns due to common events in the parallel corpus [9]. However, the use of distinct semantic feature is not the only problem when trying to type the source and target named entities.

This task is twofold: first, generate candidate types separately for Chinese entity and Tibetan entity; second, find the best type for both two entities among its candidate types. For a given entity, candidate types are defined by the method introduced in [10].

Definition 3 (Co-occurring Type): The Type-Pattern co-occurring type for Chinese entity $e_c$ and Tibetan entity $e_t$ is given by $P[(t_e)(c_e)]$, where $t_e$ and $c_e$ are the types of the entities obtained with $e_c$ and $e_t$ separately. $P[(t_e)(c_e)]$ is expanded as follows:

$$P[(t_e)(c_e)] = P(t_e, c_e)P(t_e)P(c_e)$$

where $P(t_e)$, $P(c_e)$, $P(t_e, c_e)$ is the relative occurrence frequency of the typed pattern among all the matches in Chinese or Tibetan corpus.

If we observe where a Chinese entity can be easily disambiguated to a KB classes as the value of $P(t_e, c_e)$ is nearly approaching 1, and the other Tibetan entity is considered to be the same class.

4. Evaluation

The evaluation of the bilingual NER method requires a rather specific kind of sentence set. Namely, the sentence in both languages has to be annotated with the same tags following the same guidelines.

We only use entities with translations that appear in the Tibetan corpus. After discarding sentences with no aligned counterpart, a total of 210 documents and 6,127 parallel sentence pairs were used for evaluation. We choose 2000 sentence pairs as training data, and other sentence pairs as test data set.

We tested the method on the Chinese-Tibetan bilingual dataset, which contains 4127 sentence pairs. For building knowledge resources, all Chinese sentences are POS tagged and chunked with in-house tools. Our goal is to utilize the NER tagger outcome of resource-rich source languages (English, Chinese) to a resource-poor target language (Tibetan). Thus the results of NER tagger in Chinese are vital to our method. We use the Stanford CRF-based NER tagger as the monolingual component, which serves as a state-of-the-art monolingual baseline. We train the Chinese CRF models on corpus that are annotated with named entity tags.

We use a dictionary with location and organization names to verify the outcomes. Within the 6127 sentence pairs, there are 8860 entities found in Chinese sentence.

For Tibetan, there are no open-source NER taggers, so we only apply the word segmentation and part-of-speech tagging to the Tibetan sentences.

For example:

```
西藏科技部/科技部[ORG] the Ministry of Science and Technology
财政/财政[ORG] the National Development and Reform Commission
农业/农业[ORG] the Department of Agriculture
```

Led by the ministry of Science and Technology, followed by the National Development and Reform Commission, the Treasury, the Department of Agriculture and so on, experts from 17 departments organize a combined review meeting.

5. Related Work

Previous work explored the use of bilingual corpora to improve existing monolingual analyzers. Huang et al. improved parsing performance using a bilingual parallel corpus by extracting the NE translation dictionary from the bilingual corpus [4]. Chen et al. proposed an integrated model to jointly identify and align bilingual NEs between Chinese and English, and constructed transformation rules [2]. Aker et al. presented a method for extracting bilingual terminologies from comparable corpora [8], which treated term alignment as a classification problem.

However, most commonly used NER models are trained on manually annotated data, and Tibetan language NER problem should be resolved through other ways. Yu et al. proposed a
NER method based on the syntactic rules in Tibetan language, using auxiliary word, lexicon and boundary information labels to improve the performance of the person name recognition system in Tibetan language [5].

Another promising for improving performance of NER systems in Tibetan language is in enforcing different treatment methods in different levels of sentences within Tibetan context based on form logic case, semantic logic case and phonological tendency studies [15].

Our bilingual NER alignment method is inspired by prior works, such as bilingual named entity recognition and word alignment using dual decomposition method [3], which yield improvements by combining English and Chinese tagging models with alignment model.

As the method for the initial building of a Tibetan thesaurus of named entities without much help of knowledge resources, the method is utilizing the alignment method to Chinese-Tibetan bilingual named entity recognition. Two distinct steps are defined: one is identifying entity candidates in Tibetan, and the other is typing the entity into the semantic class.

6. Conclusion and Future Work

The method of named entity recognition is mainly based on rules, statistics and machine learning method for the current mainstream language, while the research on Tibetan named entity recognition is in the early stage.

In this paper, we presented an approach for identifying bilingual named entities based on NER dictionary and political corpus.

We hope that our work of bilingual NER will enable attention to Tibetan language processing area, which is in urgent need of those methods and application systems. Various experiments and applications have been conducting in the current research. Future work will include more precise and accurate simulations as well as a complete description of the bilingual alignment algorithms of the NER recognition. Another work will look at the possibility of the performance gain to corpus size and variation. More semantic resources and dictionaries in Tibetan are will be built and be available online.
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